ALL INCLUSIVE DESCRIPTION 2019
MEALS
MAIN RESTAURANT-WORKING HOURS
BREAKFAST: 8:00-10:00 Full breakfast buffet
LUNCH: 13:00- 14:30
Drinks: local draught beer, white-red wine, soft-drinks, juice, buffet of Mediterranean
and Greek cooking,( ice-cream unpacked, seasonal fruits , sweets)
DINNER: 18:00-20:30
Drinks: local draught beer, white-red wine, soft drinks, juice, buffet of Mediterranean
and Greek cooking, ( ice-cream unpacked, seasonal fruits, sweets)
POOL BAR: 10:30-22:00
Local draught beer, white-red wine, ouzo, soft-drinks, juice, filter-coffee, variety of
hot tea.
15:00-17:00
Cookies and cake
MAIN BAR: 18:00-20:30
Local draught beer, white-red wine , ouzo, soft –drinks, filter-coffee, variety of hot
tea.
(NOTE: During of meals required decent clothing)

SERVICES
Sun-beds and umbrellas are free in the pool for the client of hotel
Free WIFI connection

PLEASE AS NOTE








All drinks alcohol and non alcohol are only for personal use and served one at
a time
Not allowed the clients to have their own drinks – food and to consume in the
communal places of hotel
It isn’t impossible to return money in case the clients lose the meals or
services
The advantages of packet not transferred to other client
The use of facilities and devices is under responsibility of the clients and any
damage is charged to customer
Hotel hasn’t responsibility for the services who can not offered owing to
unexpected conditions
You can consume without limit meals and drinks in the restaurant or in the bar
but it isn’t allow to transfer these species outside of the places which is served

OPERATION
 All the clients at the time of arrival in the hotel it’s obliged to wear a
distinctive bracelet
 All inclusive system applied to the restaurant and in the pool bar and force
until 22:00. After this time, if someone want to consume something, in this
case , will apply the charge of price list
 The advantages of this program is available from the time of check in (after
14:00) till the time of check out 12:00
 Everything that it isn’t listed above, not owned in benefiting services
 CHECK OUT 12:00 - CHECK IN after 14:00

We hope to enjoy your stay in our hotel!
We are always at your disposal to help you in every way!

